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What Is a Patent?

• A patent is type of PROPERTY commonly known as “Intellectual 
Property”.

• Patents are granted in exchange for the complete disclosure, to the 
public, of an invention. 

o “The Congress shall have Power To … promote the Progress of 
Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors 
and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and 
Discoveries.”  U.S. CONSTITUTION, Article 1, Section 8.
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What Rights Does a Patent Provide?

• A patent is a grant of the right to EXCLUDE others from:

o MAKING, USING, OFFERING FOR SALE, SELLING, OR IMPORTING the 
invention in the U.S.  35 U.S.C. § 271(a);

o INDUCING the making, using, offering for sale, selling, or importing 
of the Invention in the U.S. 35 U.S.C. § 271(b);

o CONTRIBUTING to the making, using, offering for sale, selling, or 
importing of the invention in the U.S. by selling components which 
are a material part of the invention or are especially made or 
adapted for use in the invention and are not a staple article of 
commerce which are suitable for a non-infringing use.  35 U.S.C. §
271(c)); and

o MAKING, USING, OFFERING FOR SALE, SELLING, OR IMPORTING 
products made anywhere if those products are made by a process 
that is patented in the U.S.  35 U.S.C. § 271(g).

• No right to practice the claimed invention. 6



What Is the Extent of those Rights?
• Patent exhaustion – common law.

• After an unrestricted, authorized sale, the rights are “exhausted.
• Exceptions –

• Repair v. reconstruction.
• Incompete articles when no other use.
• Licensee field of use restrictions – can only convey to extent licensee has the 

right.

• Patent misuse – Attempt to restrain trade beyond the lawful patent rights.  
• Not necessarily an antitrust violation, and all antirust violations are not patent 

misuse.  
• May include:

• Tying.
• Royalties on an expired patent.
• Controlling pricing.
• Enforcing invalid/unenforceable patents.
• Restricting buyers from purchasing another person’s different goods.

• Antitrust –
• Restrict or restrain free trade.
• Abusive an anti-compete behavior by a market dominator.
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Why Do We Care Who Owns Our 
Patent?

Intellectual property has value - monetary and non-monetary

Monetary value
• Can generate licensing income

• Up-front payments

• Annual licensing fees

• Milestones – development, regulatory, sales 

• Royalties

• Can be sold or bartered like other property

8



Why Do We Care Who Owns Our Patent?
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Intellectual property has value - monetary and non-monetary

Non-monetary value

• Provide proprietary positions
• Dominate competitors
• Protect against reverse engineering/

attempted design around
• Provide a basis for joint ventures 
• Provide litigation bargaining chips
• Preserve market share
• Open new markets
• Enhance reputation in a field –

publication w/o hazards
• Serve as the basis for capitalization
• Securitize financing
• Identify origin of goods
• Basis for injunctive relief
• Instill pride in your organization
• Freedom of operation

• Encourage and reward innovation

• Protect research investments

• Provide a basis for information exchange

• Provide a basis for collaborations

• Provide cross-licensing bargaining chips

• Provide exclusivity against generics and 
biosimilars 

• Orange book listing

• Biosimilar patent notice exchange 

• Incentivize employees

• Protect against foreign imports -

ITC, customs registration, notifications, 
and seizures

• Protect against counterfeiting



Who Owns a Patent?
• A U.S. patent application is filed in the names of the actual 

inventors.  

• Initially, inventorship determines ownership in the U.S.

• Each inventor owns an equal and undivided interest unless 

she transfers ownership or interest to someone else.

o Shop rights 

o Absent any agreement relating to inventions, an employer has 

a shop right in any invention related to employment and 

useful in the business that is made by an employee utilizing 

the time, materials, labor, or tools of the employer.

• The Bayh Dole Act gives the government specific rights in 

inventions made with government funding.
10



Inventorship
• The application must name all of, and only the true and original, 

inventors.

• An INVENTOR is a human person who has contributed to the CONCEPTION of a claimed invention.
o Conception is the formation in the mind of the inventor of a definite and permanent idea of a complete and 

operative invention as it is to be practiced. 
o The idea must be specific, not just a desirable end result, and must be sufficient to enable one of ordinary skill 

in the art to reduce the concept to practice.

• JOINT INVENTORS are two or more human persons who collaborate together, each contributing to conception.
o Joint Inventors:

➢ Can engage in a “give and take” development.
➢ Need not physically work together or at the same time.
➢ Need not make the same type or amount of contribution.
➢ Need not contribute to the subject matter of each claim of patent applications.

• An INVENTOR Is NOT:
o Someone who merely suggests a desired end or result, merely follows instructions, contributes an obvious 

element, is a “politically correct” person to name, is only a co-author of a publication, or someone who derived 
his invention from someone else. 
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How to Protect Patent Ownership

• Institute an invention disclosure system.
• Institute a mandatory assignment system for all 

potential inventors before they invent.
• Transfers of ownership should be immediately 

recorded in the USPTO and foreign counterparts.
• Employment agreement
• Assignment
• Confirmatory assignment
• License
• Security interest
• Mortgage

12



Encumbrances on Ownership -1
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• Covenants not to sue.
• Liens by lenders or the government.
• Insufficient documentation of ownership.

• Need complete chain of title.
• From all inventors.

• Options, rights of first refusal or negotiation, supply/requirements agreements.
• Licenses.

• Exclusive/non-exclusive.
• Transferable/non-transferable.
• Field of use.
• Sublicensable/non-sublicenseable.
• Territory.

• Failure to record or register.
• Bankruptcy.
• Defense Production Act of 1950 – To promote national defense, President can:  

• Require businesses to prioritize contracts for materials.
• Prohibit hoarding and price gouging.
• Requisition property, expand production and supply, establish contract 

priorities.
• Allocate raw materials, services, and facilities.
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Encumbrances on Ownership - 2
The Bayh-Dole Act

• Applies to non-government inventions made with some government funding (including those in-licensed).

• If U.S./ foreign patent applications are not filed, government may receive title, subject to a non-exclusive, 
royalty-free license, revocable in the U.S.

• Government has non-exclusive, non-transferable, irrevocable, paid-up license on behalf of the U.S.

• Funding agreement may include right of government to assign foreign patent rights if necessary to fulfill any 
international obligation of the U.S.

• Government can require reporting on efforts to use the invention.

• A nonprofit may not assign U.S. rights absent government approval and must share royalties with inventor(s).

• If federal employee is a co-inventor, government may license/assign its rights to non-government co-
inventor(s) or may acquire the rights of the other co-inventors.

• Government “march-in-rights” to require owner to grant licenses in a field to  3d party on reasonable terms.

• If owner refuses, government can do so if:

• owner does not, within reasonable time, take steps to apply the invention in the field; 

• march-in is necessary to alleviate health/safety needs or to meet unaddressed statutory public uses; or 

• owner has not, absent a waiver, required an exclusive licensee to manufacture, or the licensee has not 
manufactured, the invention in the U.S.
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Artificial Intelligence Complicates 
Ownership of Inventions - 1

An invention made only by artificial intelligence is NOT patentable –
Thaler v. Vidal, Appeal No.  (Fed. Cir. Aug. 5. 2022) (“[T]he Patent Act requires an ‘inventor’ to be a natural person ….”)

The Fed. Cir. dodged the question of whether inventions made by a human through the use 
of AI are patentable.  
Id. (”Moreover, we are not confronted today by the question of whether inventions made by humans with 
the assistance [emphasis in original] of AI are eligible for patent protection.”)

BUT: What is “assistance”?
How does that relate to conception – the cornerstone of inventorship?

This leads to an untenable result for patents –
An AI contributor to conception cannot be named a joint inventor

Is the patent inherently in valid? 
Is the invention unpatentable? 
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Artificial Intelligence Complicates 
Ownership of Inventions - 2

What to do in the meantime? - Copyright and trade secret

Trade Secrets

There are no statutes governing initial ownership of a trade secret.  

Do this by contract.

Copyrights

Copyright vests initially in author(s) of the work  (17 U.SC. 201(a)). 

Copyright may be transferred by conveyance, operation of law, will, or intestate succession  (17 U.S.C. 201(d)(1)). 

No need to determine whether AI can be an author because of Works for Hire

Works for Hire — Employer is considered the author, and, unless the parties expressly agree otherwise in writing, owns all of
the rights (17 U.S.C. 201(b))

“Work made for hire” (1) prepared by an employee within the scope of employment, or (2) parties agree in a 
signed written instrument.
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Preexisting Licenses
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Intellectual Property as a “bundle of rights”

▪ An owner of intellectual property has a “bundle of rights” that it can control, either for a limited 
duration (e.g., patents and copyrights) or in perpetuity (e.g., trademarks, trade secrets).

– Patents: Ability to exclude others from making, using, selling, offering to sell, and importing (35 U.S.C. §
271) [Note: Most of the case law on the effect of preexisting licenses pertains to patents]

– Trademarks: Rights to use the mark in connection with the sale, offering for sale, distribution and 
advertising of goods or services(15 U.S.C. § 1114)

– Copyrights: Ability to exclude others from reproducing, distributing, publicly performing, preparing 
derivative works, etc. (17 U.S.C. § 106)

▪ Assignment – transfer by a party of all of its rights, title and interests in the IP (e.g., the full 
“bundle of rights”) subject to whatever other rights and obligations are automatically transferred

– What is automatically transferred is subject to complex and sometimes inconsistent case law. 
This is further complicated by standing which looks at “all substantial rights”

▪ License – transfer of less than all of the owner’s rights (i.e., portion of the “bundle of rights”)

▪ To answer the question as to what transfers with the patent, Courts have developed an “actual 
use” test
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Effect of a preexisting license on Patent assignment

▪ Assignor – prior owner of IP

▪ Assignee – new owner of IP

▪ Licensee – holds a license to 

the IP pursuant to a License 

Agreement with Assignor

▪ What effect does the 

preexisting license between 

Assignor and Licensee have on 

the patent?

Assignor

Assignment 

of Patent

License 

Agreement

Assignee

Licensee
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Case A: License Agreement retained by Assignor

▪ Assignee takes ownership of 

patent subject to certain 

obligations and restrictions 

including chain of title issues (if 

any), security interests/liens, 

options and preexisting licenses 

▪ Assignor has already licensed 

certain rights from the “bundle of 

rights” to licensee

– Thus, Assignor can only 

transfer to Assignee the 

remaining rights in the “bundle 

of rights”

Assignor

License 

Agreement

Assignee

Licensee

License Agreement retained by Assignor

Limited patent 

bundle of rights 

due to preexisting 

license

Assignment 

of Patent
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Which license rights and obligations transfer with the patent? 

▪ General rule: “[A]greements involving the actual use of the patent ‘run 
with the patent’ and are binding on subsequent owners.”1

▪ This seems similar to the concepts derived from real property law 
where covenants that “touch and concern” the land “run with the 
land” 2

▪ Conceptually separate (1) those contract terms that “involve the actual 
use of the patent” and (2) those contract terms that are personal 
between the original patent owner and licensee

▪ Generally, procedural terms and other terms specifically negotiated 
between the parties may not be binding on subsequent acquirers of the 
patent

1 Innovus Prime, LLC v. Panasonic Corp., No. C-12-00660-RMW, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 93820, at *15 (N.D. Cal. July 2, 2013)
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▪ Generally found to be related to the use of the Patent

– License Grant: including any “field” limitations

– Covenants not to sue: Generally viewed as equivalent to a non-exclusive license, and 
thus do automatically run with the patent1

▪ Generally found to be unrelated to the use of the Patent

– Arbitration provisions: Fed Circuit has held that arbitration provisions do not run with 
the IP because they are unrelated to the use of the patent2

– Confidentiality: Generally viewed as procedural terms that do not bind subsequent 
assignees3

– Payment/Royalties: Generally viewed as specifically negotiated between the original 
owner and licensee, and do not automatically run with the patent. Some courts have 
treated past royalties and future royalties differently. This can be opposite to the 
conclusion reached in real property law relating to rents collected from tenants. 4

▪ These are not “rules” per se

– Best to specifically address in the contract what rights specifically run with the 
patent rather than rely on encumbrances that may run with the patent

1 Innovus Prime, LLC v. Panasonic Corp., No. C-12-00660-RMW, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 93820, at *15 (N.D. Cal. July 2, 2013)
2 Datatreasury Corp. v. Wells Fargo & Co., 522 F.3d 1368 (Fed. Cir. 2008)
3 Paice, LLC v. Hyundai Motor Co., No. 12-499, 2014 WL 3533667 (D. Md. July 11, 2014)
4 In re Particle Drilling Techs., Inc., No. 09-33744, 2009 WL 2382030 (S.D. Tex. July 29, 2009)
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Compare License vs. Covenant Not to Sue

• Functionally, license and covenant not to sue get you to a similar 

place, but there are arguably some notable differences

• License

• Provides licensee with affirmative right to practice the IP

• Seen generally as a grant of a property right and therefore 

transferable

• Protected under 365(n) of Bankruptcy Code

• Covenant not to sue (“CNS”)

• IP owner agrees not to sue for IP infringement (i.e., if the other 

party practices the IP, they are technically infringing, but the IP 

owner will not sue)

• State contract law

• May not attach to future owners of the IP

• May not apply to patent applications

• Certain bankruptcy protections may not be applicable to CNS
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Case A: License Agreement retained by Assignor

▪ Considerations as Assignee

– Assignee takes ownership of 
the patent subject to the license 
provisions which affect the 
“actual use” of the patent

– What are the existing license 
terms?

▪ Do the existing license 
terms affect the business 
plan or intended use case of 
the patent?

– Does Assignor place 
restrictions that might affect 
Assignee’s standing to sue 
(analysis of “all substantial 
rights” – see Azure Networks, 
Lone Star)?

Assignor

License 

Agreement

Assignee

Licensee

License Agreement retained by Assignor

Assignment 

of Patent

What affects the 

“actual use” of a 

patent?
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Case A: License Agreement retained by Assignor

▪ Considerations as Assignor

– What rights, if any, should be 
retained by Assignor?

▪ E.g., license back, ability to 
sublicense to others

– Should Assignor place any 
restrictions on Assignee?

▪ Exclusivity / co-exclusivity?

▪ Restrictions on further 
assignment, e.g., to a 
potential competitor of 
Assignee or Licensee?

▪ Dispute resolution?

▪ Another other license 
agreement terms?

Assignor

Assignment 

of Patent

License 

Agreement

Assignee

Licensee

License Agreement retained by Assignor

What relates to 

the “actual use” 

of a patent?
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Case B: License Agreement assigned to Assignee

▪ Assignee takes on rights and obligations 
of Assignor under the license agreement 
by way of a separate contract-related 
assignment, even if they don’t inherently 
run with the patent

▪ Assignee steps into Assignor’s place in 
servicing the License Agreement moving 
forward

▪ Which rights and liabilities are assumed 
by Assignee?

– Who is liable for breaches before the 
assignment date vs. after the 
assignment date?

– Who is entitled to past vs. future 
royalties?

– Can the Assignee sue for past 
infringement? 

Assignor

Assignment of Patent  + 

License Agreement

License 

Agreement 

Terms and 

Conditions 

Expressly 

Assigned and 

Binding on 

Assignee

Assignee

Licensee

License Agreement assigned to Assignee
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Best practices for transferring IP ownership

▪ Recap general rule:

– Assignee takes ownership of patent subject to certain pre-existing rights and obligations

– Generally, the analysis focuses on bundle of rights (but also sometimes based on encumbrances 
which can complicate matters) along with the use of the “actual use” test

▪ Perform diligence to identify any preexisting rights and obligations the IP

– Registered IP searches to identify chain-of-title issues and liens recorded against registered IP

– UCC searches of Assignor to identify any existing liens that might affect IP 

– Ask Assignor to identify any existing licenses agreements (note however lack of notice may not be 
a sufficient defense (see Innovus Prime))

– What is the plan for addressing existing license agreements post transaction?  Will those 
agreements be assigned to Assignee, or retained by Assignor? What about other rights such as 
royalty payments and rights to sue?

▪ Potential Conflicting Enforcement Issues

– Balance retention of certain rights/contract restrictions by Assignor vs. impact on standing to sue 
future infringers
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Assignment Agreements and Patent Enforcement
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Assignments and Patent Enforcement

• Assignments are usually intended to transfer the ability to enforce 

the assigned patent to the assignee.

– Assignor no longer wants to be directly involved in enforcement or litigation

• Poorly drafted assignments can result in:

– Assignee having to join the assignor in any future litigation

– Assignee not having the ability to enforce the patent at all

– Assignee not having the ability to collect damages for past infringement
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Standing to Sue for Patent Infringement

• Two components of standing to sue for infringement

– Constitutional Requirements

• Do you satisfy the constitutional requirements to bring a case in Federal court?

– Statutory Requirements

• Do you satisfy the requirements of the patent statute to bring a claim for patent 

infringement?
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Standing to Sue for Patent Infringement

• Constitutional Standing - Article III, Section 2
– Federal courts only have jurisdiction over “Cases” or “Controversies”

• A party must demonstrate that “it suffers an injury which can be fairly traced to the 
defendant and likely redressed by a favorable judgment.”

– Lone Star Silicon Innovs. LLC v. Nanya Tech. Corp., 925 F.3d 1225 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

– Patent statute creates a legally protected interest
• Right to exclude others (Section 271)

• Right to sue for infringement (Section 281)

– “[T]ouchstone of constitutional standing in a patent infringement suit is 
whether a party can establish that it has an exclusionary right in a patent 
that, if violated by another, would cause the party holding the exclusionary 
right to suffer legal injury.”

• WiAV Solutions v. Motorola, 631 F.3d 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2010); see also University of South 
Florida Research Foundation, Inc. v. Fujifilm Medical Sys., 19 F.4th 1315 (Fed. Cir. 2021)
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Standing to Sue for Patent Infringement

• Constitutional Standing - Article III, Section 2
– Pre-existing nonexclusive licenses do not deprive exclusive licensee of 

Article III standing
• Alfred Mann Foundation v. Cochlear Corp., 604 F.3d 1354 (Fed Cir 2010)

– Preexisting right to grant further sublicenses does not deprive exclusive 
licensee of standing to exclude infringer who is not sublicensed and can only 
obtain sublicensee from exclusive licensee

• Exclusive license in this context does not require that “the licensee must be the only 
party with the ability to license the patent”

• “[I]f an exclusive licensee has the right to exclude others from practicing a patent, and a 
party accused of infringement does not possess, and is incapable of obtaining, a license 
of those rights from any other party, the exclusive licensee's exclusionary right is 
violated.”

• WiAV Solutions v. Motorola, 631 F.3d 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2010)
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Standing to Sue for Patent Infringement

• Constitutional Standing - Article III, Section 2

– Non-exclusive licensee has no exclusionary rights

• Non-exclusive licensee possesses only a promise not to be sued for infringement

– Non-exclusive licensee cannot satisfy constitutional standing requirements.

• WiAV Solutions v. Motorola, 631 F.3d 1257 (Fed. Cir. 2010)
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Standing to Sue for Patent Infringement

• Statutory Requirements

– Historically, courts have imposed additional limitations on standing referred to 

as “prudential standing,” with the goal of avoiding multiple suits.

• Focus is on possession of “all substantial rights” in the patent

• Pope v. Gormully, 144 U.S. 248 (1892); Int'l Gamco v. Multimedia Games, 504 F.3d 1273 

(Fed. Cir. 2007)

– Federal Circuit has since clarified that these requirements are not 

“jurisdictional” but are “statutory” under 35 U.S.C. §281

• Lone Star Silicon Innovs. LLC v. Nanya Tech. Corp., 925 F.3d 1225 (Fed. Cir. 2019)
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Standing to Sue for Patent Infringement

• Statutory Requirements
– 35 U.S.C. §281 – “A patentee shall have remedy by civil action for 

infringement of his patent.”

– Who qualifies as a “patentee” under the statute?
• Patentee includes “not only the patentee to whom the patent issued but also the 

successors in title to the patentee.” 35 U.S.C. § 100(d)

– Party qualifies as a “patentee” if it was granted “all substantial rights” in the 
patent 

• Lone Star Silicon Innovs. LLC v. Nanya Tech. Corp., 925 F.3d 1225 (Fed. Cir. 2019)

– Party that has an “exclusionary interest” but does not possess “all substantial 
rights” must sue jointly with the patent owner.

– An “assignment” may not transfer “all substantial rights” if the assignor 
retains some substantial rights
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“All substantial rights”

• Federal Circuit has identified a “non-exhaustive list of rights for 
determining whether a [party] has transferred ‘all substantial rights’ 
…including:”
1) the nature and scope of the right to bring suit; 

2) the exclusive right to make, use, and sell products or services under the patent; 

3) the scope of the licensee’s right to sublicense; 

4) the reversionary rights to the licensor following termination or expiration of the 
license; 

5) the right of the licensor to receive a portion of the proceeds from litigating or licensing 
the patent;

6) the duration of the license rights; 

7) the ability of the licensor to supervise and control the licensee’s activities; 

8) the obligation of the licensor to continue paying maintenance fees; and 

9) any limits on the licensee’s right to assign its interests in the patent. 

• Azure Networks, LLC v. CSR PLC, 771 F.3d 1336 (Fed. Cir. 2014), 
vacated on other grounds, 135 S.Ct. 1846 (2015)

38
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Assignment of Right to Sue for Past Infringement

• Cause of action may be assigned but must be expressly stated

– Moore v. Marsh, 74 US 515 (1868)

• “mistake to suppose that the assignment of patent carries with it a transfer of the right to 

damages for an infringement committed before the assignment” 

– Abraxis v. Navinta, 625 F.3d 1359 (Fed Cir 2010)

– Minco v. Combustion Eng., 95 F.3d 1109 (Fed Cir 1996)

– Arachnid v. Merit, 939 F2d 1574 (Fed Cir 1991)
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Case Example: 

Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech., 

925 F.3d 1225 (Fed. Cir. 2019)
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Facts

• AMD enters into “Patent Transfer Agreement” with Lone Star Silicon 

• Agreement purports to transfer “all right, title and interest” in certain 

patents to Lone Star

• Agreement imposes several notable limitations on Lone Star’s rights

– Lone Star only allowed to sue listed “Unlicensed Third Party Entit[ies]” 

identified in the agreement 

• Entities can be added but only by mutual agreement

• If Lone Star sues an unlisted entity, AMD can sublicense unlisted entity without Lone 

Star’s approval

– AMD can prevent Lone Star from assigning or abandoning patents

– AMD retained right to practice patents for itself and its customers

– AMD shared in revenue generated from licensing the patents
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Facts

• Lone Star sued six entities all listed as “Unlicensed Third Party

Entities” in the agreement

• Each moved to dismiss arguing Lone Star has no standing to sue

• The district court concluded AMD did not transfer “all substantial 

rights” in the patents to Lone Star, and therefore Lone Star could not 

sue in its own name alone

– District court refused to allow Lone Star to join AMD
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Federal Circuit Decision

• Federal Circuit first analyzed whether “all substantial rights” were 

transferred

• “This inquiry depends on the substance of what was granted rather than 

formalities or magic words.”

• Does fact that the agreement purports to transfer “all right, title, and 

interest” establish transfer of “all substantial rights”?

• Analysis does not depend on “labels”

• Must look at substance of what was transferred

• Relevant question is whether AMD retained any “substantial rights”?

• To answer question, court focused on two rights “enforcement” and 

“alienation”
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Federal Circuit Decision

• Enforcement Rights

• For entities other than listed “Unlicensed Third Party Entities,” AMD could 

prevent Lone Star from enforcing patents by sublicensing or refusing to add 

them to list

• This rendered the enforcement rights “illusory, at least in part.”

• Lone Star’s exclusive right to sue listed entities is not dispositive

• Fact that the six defendants were all listed is important but does not establish that all 

substantial rights were transferred
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Federal Circuit Decision

• Alienation

• Lone Star was only allowed to transfer its rights to a third party if that party 

agreed to be bound by the limit on Lone Star’s ability to sue

• Court noted this not only restricts transfer it “ensures that AMD will always 

control how the patents are asserted”

• Requiring Lone Star assign patents back to AMD before abandoning had 

similar effect

• Other Factors

• AMD’s ability to share in revenue from licensing and enforcement

• AMD’s retention of right to practice.

• The factors are not dispositive alone but still relevant
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Federal Circuit Decision

• Federal Circuit held that Lone Star lacked “all substantial rights”

• But this does not end analysis.  

• Court must still consider whether Lone Star has Article III standing

• Article III Standing

• Federal Circuit clarified that Article III standing is determined based on 

possessing “exclusionary rights”

• “All substantial rights” test is a statutory requirement

• Does not implicate standing or subject matter jurisdiction

• Motion to dismiss under 12(b)(6) or 12(b)(7) not 12(b)(1)

• Lone Star adequately alleged it possessed “exclusionary rights”
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Lone Star Silicon Innovations v. Nanya Tech.

Federal Circuit Decision

• Joinder of AMD

• Rule 19(a) requires courts to join a necessary party if party is subject to 

service of process and joinder won’t destroy subject matter jurisdiction

• Joinder can be voluntary or involuntary

• If joinder under 19(a) is not feasible, Rule 19(b) allows court to consider 

whether case should proceed anyway or be dismissed 

• Court was required to consider whether AMD could be joined voluntarily or 

involuntarily

• If not, court should consider whether case could proceed without AMD
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Case Example: 

In re Cirba Inc., 2021 WL 4302979 (Fed. Cir. 2021)
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In re Cirba Inc., 2021 WL 4302979 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

• Cirba Inc. (“Inc.”) and Cirba IP, Inc. (“IP”) filed suit against VMware 

for infringement

• After 9-day jury trial, jury found that VMware infringed and awarded 

damages of approximately $235 million.

• In post-trial motions, VMware moved to dismiss Inc. for lack of 

standing

– Inc. was competitor of VMware, but IP was not.

• Court granted motion to dismiss for lack of constitutional standing 

and ordered new trial

• Inc. petitioned for writ of mandamus
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In re Cirba Inc., 2021 WL 4302979 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

• License from IP to Inc.

– “ [IP] hereby grants, and [Inc.] hereby accepts, an exclusive, transferable, worldwide 

license to use the Products,” which is defined to include the patents-in-suit;

– “[Inc.] acknowledges that, between [Inc.] and [IP], [IP] is the exclusive owner of all 

proprietary rights…. This Agreement gives the Licensee [Inc.] no rights in such 

proprietary rights.”

• Federal Circuit held that license did not grant Inc. any “exclusionary 

rights.”

– License only granted a right to use and language that Inc. has no “proprietary rights” 

undermines any suggestion that Inc. has a right to exclude.

– It is the “overall substance” of the license that matters and not the “exclusive” label.
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In re Cirba Inc., 2021 WL 4302979 (Fed. Cir. 2021)

• Federal Circuit also held that VMware had not established that 

Article III standing did not require an exclusionary right.

– This would result in a change in existing law.

– Recent Supreme Court and Federal Circuit precedent did not compel this 

result.

• Federal Circuit concluded that lack of exclusionary right meant Inc. 

lacked a right to sue under the patent statute.

– Court held that the statute not the Constitution decided the issue.
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Takeaways

• Substance of transfer, not what you call it is what matters

• Retention of rights by the Assignor can implicate the ability to 

enforce the patent

– If Assignor retains any substantial rights, they may need to be joined in a 

later suit
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